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  EDITORIAL

“Clinical studies that assess the impact on diagnosis of these applications will also be 
central to their acceptance by the radiological community. In MRI, the success of 
translational research efforts will depend on the added value in terms of improved 

access (e.g., pediatric studies), reduced examination time and hardware costs.”
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Accelerated and reduced-dose 
imaging: using undersampled acquisition 
and constrained reconstruction

the JPEG and MPEG algorithms [5]. In medical 
imaging, undersampled image acquisition strate‑
gies evolved in MRI, mostly in high contrast to 
noise applications, such as magnetic resonance 
angiography [8] and cardiac MRI [9,10], that 
achieve good image quality with easily tolerated 
artifacts for sampling rates 4–50‑times below the 
Nyquist rate depending on the application. Many 
of these empirical methods could be understood 
in terms of imposing ‘data constraints’ that 
limit possible solutions for the reconstructed 
image spatially or temporally based on redun‑
dancies in the image series through space and 
time. However, these approaches lack a clear 
theoretical under pinning that defines the con‑
ditions for accurate image restoration in different 
applications and signal conditions. 

Constrained reconstruction methods that 
accelerate acquisition speed by factors of 
5–50‑times have recently gained a strong theo‑
retical foundation. In general, reconstruction 
of an N by N image would require solving a 
system of N2 equations; however, if the image 
is sparse and the number of actual unknowns 
is S, then the problem size can be substantially 
reduced requiring only S equations. While many 
medical applications deal with sparse images, 
it is typically not known a priori which values 
of the image matrix are significant. Therefore, 
in reality, specially designed sampling schemes 
and more samples are needed. CS theory guar‑
antees image reconstruction from O(S log(N)) 
randomly acquired samples. Alternatively, 
prior images or images integrated over a long 
time interval of a dynamic series can be used 
to determine which samples are most relevant. 
Novel combinations of these concepts of ran‑
dom sampling, image sparsity and constraining 
images have led to two lines of development. 

Innovations in medical imaging continue to 
push the limits of engineering, for example the 
expansion in detector rows for x‑ray CT [1] with 
dual energy sources [2], and the push to 128 par‑
allel receive channels for MRI [3,4]. While these 
hardware innovations are impressive in their abil‑
ity to accelerate acquisition speed and improve 
spatial resolution (e.g., acquisition of the entire 
heart within 50 ms and respiratory imaging of 
whole lung every 620 ms), they raise the cost and 
complexity of medical technology substantially. 
There has been a quieter, less glamorous revolu‑
tion in the world of mathematics that has the 
potential to drive similar improvements in image 
acquisition speed without any or with minimal 
additional hardware requirements. The revolu‑
tion is driven by compressed sensing (CS) theory 
and more generally ‘constrained’ reconstruction. 
While aspects of sparse mathematical transforms 
have been used empirically for years, for example 
JPEG image compression [5] and expectation‑
maximization image reconstruction [6], new 
approaches are emerging on a stronger theoreti‑
cal footing and are driving radical and inexpen‑
sive improvements in acquisition speed in MRI 
and radiation dose reduction in x‑ray CT.

A cornerstone of digital imaging is the 
Shannon‑Nyquist sampling theorem [7]. The 
theorem states that a signal can be reconstructed 
exactly if sampled at twice its maximum fre‑
quency component – the so‑called Nyquist 
sampling rate. Over the past decade, there has 
been growing empirical and theoretical work 
supporting the hypothesis that significant under‑
sampling can be tolerated in certain applications. 
Many of the empirical developments were pio‑
neered in information theory for applications in 
‘lossy’ image and data compression algorithms 
that exploit psychovisual redundancy, such as 
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The first set of related methods, largely but not 
exclusively based on radial acquisition geometry, 
exploit sparsity in the spatial‑temporal image 
domain for dynamic imaging applications and 
are known as highly constrained projection 
reconstruction (HYPR) methods [11–13]. The sec‑
ond set of methods is based on CS theory [14,15] 
and exploits image sparsity in a mathematical 
transformation domain, for example, wavelet 
or finite difference transformation [16–18]. Both 
approaches have stimulated vibrant research 
that has led to rapid translation of these meth‑
ods in MRI, CT and even PET for applications 
in dynamic imaging, x‑ray dose reduction and 
improved kinetic modeling in PET [19].

Applications
MRI is particularly well suited to constrained 
reconstruction methods. This is largely a result 
of the flexibility of image data acquisition in the 
spatial frequency domain, where trajectory and 
sampling order can be directly controlled by 
modulating the strength and speed of the encod‑
ing magnetic field gradients. However, this also 
makes conventional MRI a slow imaging tech‑
nique compared with ultrasound and CT, espe‑
cially in body and cardiac applications where the 
need for accelerated acquisition to freeze motion 
is paramount. There are inherent hardware and 
physiologic limitations (e.g., nerve stimulation) 
on the strength and speed of the magnetic field 
gradients. The advent of multiple receiver chan‑
nels has enabled parallel imaging methods that 
improve acquisition speed by factors of two to 
six. However, acceleration with parallel imag‑
ing is still insufficient for fully visualizing many 
dynamic applications and significantly degrades 
the signal‑to‑noise ratio (SNR), especially at 
accelerations greater than four. 

A wide array of methods for increasing data 
acquisition efficiency in MRI using under‑
sampling and constrained reconstruction are 
being used to obtain more robust dynamic 
MRI capabilities. Applications using HYPR or 
CS in MRI are being applied to imaging of car‑
diac wall motion [18], coronary artery imaging, 
peripheral and cranial magnetic resonance ang‑
iography [11,20], pediatric imaging [21], cardiac 
perfusion [22] and interventional catheter track‑
ing [23]. Functional MRI applications where data 
acquisition speed is limiting, such as organ per‑
fusion, diffusion tensor imaging, spectroscopic 
imaging [24] and blood oxygen level‑dependent 
contrast are challenging emerging applications 
for constrained reconstruction approaches [19], 
as the data are typically less sparse in the image 

domain for these applications [12]. Similarly, 
emerging techniques that depend on short‑lived 
hyperpolarized contrast agents, hyperpolarized 
gases [25,26] and meta bolites [27] for example, 
require both high demand on data acquisition 
efficiency and quantitative accuracy to cap‑
ture physiologic processes, such as tissue per‑
fusion [12,13,28], lung ventilation [25] and cancer 
metabolism [27].

“Innovations in medical imaging continue to 
push the limits of engineering, for example 

the expansion in detector rows for x‑ray 
CT … with dual energy sources … and the 

push to 128 parallel receive channels  
for MRI.”

Applications to CT and PET also share tem‑
poral correlation in dynamic image applications 
that can be exploited to constrain reconstruction. 
For MRI, speed of acquisition is the challenge, 
whereas for x‑ray CT applications radiation dose 
is the limiting factor, especially in high‑dose 
applications such as perfusion and fluoroscopy. 
Undersampling in the sense described previously 
for MRI would require changes in hardware, for 
example, pulsed x‑ray sources to reduce number 
of sampled angles. However, exploiting tempo‑
ral redundancy in dynamic settings can still be 
readily performed by integrating multiple frames 
of image data over a dynamic time course and 
then using constrained reconstruction to obtain 
quantitative kinetic information. Perfusion 
applications have already been demonstrated in a 
pig model using the prior image‑constrained CS 
algorithm [29]. For example, dose reductions of 
factors of six to ten have been demonstrated for 
angiography [30] and perfusion imaging appli‑
cations using HYPR [31] without any changes 
to scanner hardware. For coronary artery imag‑
ing, a factor of two improvement in temporal 
resolution was achieved by using an incomplete 
range of projection angles to reconstruct short‑
time frame cardiac windows without additional 
detectors or increased gantry speed [32]. 

Similar approaches are taken to obtain 
improved SNR for modeling of tracer kinetics 
in PET [19]. As with HYPR approaches in MRI, 
a long time window scan is used to constrain 
signal values, while data consistency is enforced 
over a narrow time window to improve both the 
temporal resolution and SNR. This approach 
should improve modeling of conventional tracers 
and enable the modeling of tracers with longer 
half‑lives and reduced photon counts – again 
without any hardware modifications.
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Challenges
The challenges of quantitative accuracy place 
limits on the achievable acceleration using con‑
strained reconstruction methods (Figure 1). In 
MRI, this limitation has motivated the com‑
bination of HYPR and CS methods with par‑
allel acquisition [28,33–35] so as to obtain high 
accelerations by offsetting the limitations of the 

two techniques. For example, the reduced SNR 
resulting from higher parallel imaging accelera‑
tions can be offset by constrained reconstruc‑
tion to improve SNR, thus preserving image 
quality while achieving higher net acceleration 
factors [21]. A similar approach has been used 
to improve quantitative accuracy of contrast 
kinetics in  cardiac perfusion applications [28]. 

Figure 1. Image reconstruction using compressed sensing with gradient sparsification and l1-norm minimization (i.e., total 
variation minimization) in a digital phantom. An acceleration factor of two (A & C) leads to good representation of edge structures. 
However, edges are visibly blurred at acceleration factors of eight or more (B & D) when sparsity level is insufficient to support 
high acceleration.
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The rapid proliferation of constrained imag‑
ing approaches and the wide array of methods in 
use by different research groups has added fur‑
ther uncertainty as to which methods work best. 
To identify the ‘winners,’ what is most needed 
within the research community are metrics 
of performance that reflect errors in temporal 
kinetics, structural artifacts and image contrast 
that capture relevant features of diagnosis for 
a given application. For example, root mean 
square difference is widely used as an error meas‑
ure because of its simplicity, which outweighs 
its limited ability to capture the relative coher‑
ence of artifacts that matter most to the radio‑
logist’s perception of image quality and diag‑
nostic value. Meaningful objective performance 
metrics are even more important for validating 
emerging functional imaging techniques where 
quantitative accuracy is critical to the applica‑
tion, for example magnetic resonance diffusion, 
T

2
*, spectroscopic imaging, and both CT and 

MRI perfusion imaging.

Future perspective
At present it seems certain that constrained 
reconstruction methods will advance dynamic 
imaging applications because they satisfy a 
clear need for improved temporal resolution 
and reduced x‑ray dose in MRI and CT, respec‑
tively. Despite the clinical need, clinical valida‑
tion studies are required to quantify the added 

diagnostic value of accelerated imaging using 
constrained reconstruction. The relevance of 
constrained reconstruction to structural imag‑
ing is less certain because the clinical need is less 
apparent, although reducing overall scan time for 
MRI procedures will have clear cost benefits in 
reducing total examination time, motion arti‑
facts, and patient tolerance in pediatric and in‑
patient studies. Clinical studies that assess the 
impact on diagnosis of these applications will 
also be central to their acceptance by the radio‑
logical community. In MRI, the success of trans‑
lational research efforts will depend on the added 
value in terms of improved access (e.g., pediatric 
studies), reduced examination time and hard‑
ware costs. For CT applications, reduced x‑ray 
dose in the face of increased public concern over 
x‑ray radiation exposure will have a significant 
impact if diagnostic quality can be maintained. 
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